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List three (3) things
that you like about
Florida Road (1/3)

What three (3) things
could we do to
improve on your
experience of Florida
Road? (2/3)

What three (3) things
could we do to
improve on your
experience of Florida
Road? (3/3)

improve lighting
more market type half
road closures and the
restaurants spilling out
on the street during
certain hours.
limit the venues that
are constantly making a
noise, impose a curfew
time limit

Parking is always a
problem.

more secure parking
park and ride or walk
allocate secure parking
spaces in different
parking spots in the
near vicinity. there
could be a florida tuk
tuk that ferries people
from the car parks to
the area.
Monitor people double
parking & blocking the
lanes.

List three (3) things
that you like about
Florida Road - (3/3)
cosmopolitan and
urban scale
the cosmopolitan
atmosphere and urban
scale where the
buildings are not too
tall and everything
cramped.
although there is a
crappy high rise getting
limit development
built at the moment,
do not allow greedy
variety of food outlets
the scale of the
developers to mess up
lots of food outlets and
Walking scale
precinct is going to get
the area by over
the different types of
one can walk and find wrecked now with the developing the place.
food catered for
the variety with having
influx of cars and
already the area has
to jump in the car
people.
reached its threshold.

Busy vibe.

List three (3) things
that you like about
Florida Road - (2/3)

What three (3) things
could we do to
improve on your
experience of Florida
Road? (1/3)

Clean pavements.

Beautiful flowers.
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An issue that Ive
noticed is the refuse
coming from Florida
fields, the liquid from
the refuse look like it
runs onto the
That people are putting
pavement leaving
in an effort, example
marks and sometimes
the UIP are doing a
doesn't smell great
good work
there. Also people
Good maintenance
double parking outside generally, eg the plants
TOPS , they think they
and pavements look
can double park while
good
traffic gets congested Good spots to eat and
and drivers get irate.
have coffee
attractive environment
Convenience

The variety of coffee
shops and restaurants
& bars.

The walking distance to
each establishment

.

Metro Police need to
act when people are
double parking and
doing illegal U-turns all
over the show, causing
jams and annoyance

Ease of access

Mini bus parking

Better traffic flow

the cleanliness and
road monitors

Policing at night - there
is enough meter maids
going around during
the day to give out
traffic fines during the
day, but at night time
all hell breaks loose
with no regard to
double parking,
beggars, thieves and
drug dealers? There is
not enough police
presence to curb this
behaviour!

Parking??

Taxis, Mynah buses and
Delivery trucks
stopping in Florida Rd
cause major
conjestion...im not sure
how we overcome this?
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The mornings and
daytime atmosphere.

The eating places

The aesthetics and
overall appearance

More parking

More police presence
at night

A night on Florida Rd
does not need to be a
drunken experience.

Pedestrian crossings
management on
good security on
Sunday mornings and
go to Incite Church and Sundays during church evenings around Incite
Efficient effective car
get coffees from across
services from the
Church - the car guards
guards on duty and
the street & at
parking attendants,
generally do a good job- Ensure street lighting is visible - generally good
Full of vibrant activity,
Starbucks
funking, full of life
needs to be continued
working
on Sundays
Restaurants keeping
Cleanliness....nothing
Before Covid the
Before Covid the
Stop people double
pavements clear so
more off putting than
Before Covid the vibe selection of restaurants cleanliness of the road
parking
people can walk freely. rubbish on pavements
Florida Road is
relatively clean, but the
side roads are
absolutely revolting
lots of trees and
The character of the
with litter. Especially
Variety of retail, not
Variety of eateries
monkies
old buildings
Gordon Road
just restaurants
Long overdue greater
presence of Metro
Police to stop hooligan
drivers and fine them
We and especially out
of town visitors are
the drunken behaviour
appalled that a bad
control of unruly
and excessive shouting element is overtaking
the security.
the cleanliness
choice of restaurants
patrons / visitors
has to be controlled
the road
The presence of the UIP
Love the variety of
Parking is a big
guys. They do a great
The gardens always
places to eat or have a
problem. Especially
job.
look well maintained.
coffee.
cars that double park.
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The diverse mix of
people

the UIP car guards

outdoor eating
areas/urban spaces
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Vibey,

Clean

Safe
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Full of intertwinement
Florida has a space
Florida is beautiful

Clean
Many restaurants and
clubs
Quick Service from
waitress

Security
Car guards
Clean
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Not being untidy
Advantage of the
restaurants
Beauty of the place

Not being untidy
Advantage of the
restaurants
Beauty of the place

Not being untidy
Advantage of the
restaurants
Beauty of the place
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Open space
Nice trees
Walking space

Nice clubs and
restaurants
Vibe
Full of intertainement

Always clean
Security
Car guards

One of the popular
place in Durban
Intertaintment
And clean
24

Very clean
It's enjoyeble
It's not boring

Florida Fields is lovely, Keeping the pavements
but can quickly get
neat and clean in the
grotty with rubbish and
surrounding roads
unclean tables when
would also make a
Community gatherings,
busy. UIP cleaning staff huge difference as this
markets etc are
for this area would
is where many people
fantastic, this has
make an amazing
park to access Florida obviously been difficult
difference.
Rd.
with COVID
Extra patrol service of
police
Safer car parking
Security must be tight
because our valuebles
Add more guards to
are being taken
Add more securities
protect us
Metro police is always
Saps to be always
Saps is very lazy when it on our case due to the
patrolling
comes Florida
parking
Car guards to at work Stop vagrents to harass Add all the banks atms
at all times
us
To reduce the crime
To reduce crime
To reduce crime
Add more guards
Add more securities
Add more guards
Encourage saps to
Encourage saps to
Encourage saps to
attend early when
attend early when
attend early when
needed
needed
needed
To add more parking
Stop metro cops to
harras us
And add more securities

To add more parking
Lot of vagrents
Reduce beggars

Chase beggars away
Stop a crime
Pickpocketers
Metro cops should stop
Add more parking
Add more guards
being on our case
Protection from
Protection us from the
Your car guards are
Open space
vagrents
pickpocketers
being rude sometimes
Not that crowded
And not being harassed
Stealing from our
Saps attending late
Florida is looking nice
by beggars
vihecles
sometimes
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Plenty clubs
Restaurants
Coffee shops
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Class of its own

Nice trees
Parking
Car guards

Decoration
Walking space
Cleanliness

Protect our cars from
the thieves
Pickpocketers
Robbery

Reduce beggars
Reduce vagrents
Thieves
More visibility of
If cleaning can start earl security in the morning
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Food

people

Music

Add more monitors

Add cinemas
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Food

Music

People

Add more securities
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Restaurant
convenience, social
environment

Add cinemas
Create a special zone
with large pot plants,
dedicated taxi for safe
movement
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I work here
The energy
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Food
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Decorated with
beautiful trees
It has nice Side walking
or pavement
It's not crowded

Convenience

Stop all the cars double
paking
Make it even more
There is a lot of options The people are devent
lively
Security
Night life
Security
To find everything in
the same place
Difference clubs and
many
Full of coffee shops

Full of restaurants
Always clean
We don't get bored

Add more parking
Add the security
Fixt the streets lite as
some of the places
seem to be dark

New bustops that have
a special character

Stop cars speeing
More options
Hospitality
Educate your car
guards properly about
they being a car guards
Some of your car
guards are after the
money only
Saps is very scarce

Harassment from
Metro cops
Add more car guards
Saps are lazy when we
need them

Maintain consistency
constantly
Constant/consistency
good vibes
Enhance the Victorian
feel by creating family
friendly drug free zone
General drunkenness
by patrons from most
of the establishment
Open at different times
Work opportunities

Stop vagrents to harras
us
Stop beggars to disturb
us while we enjoying
Theft from our vihecle

Very clean
Nice trees
Nice decoration
34

Florida has an open
space
Walking space
And not crowded like
other places
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Am happy to be florida.
Am happy to be at
Is everything good to Florida,and everything
me very security of me
good to me
Am here to visit
Am here to visit Durban
Durban am very happy
because of Florida
Security vehicle which
intertaintment
is always up and down
Beauty of the place
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Decorated with green
and nice trees
Always has green grass
Christmas lights at night
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Always clean
Very neat
Interesting

Not always filled by
Beauty of the place
people
Nice and strange 🌲
Walking freely without
trees
a distribution
Green grass at all times
Space

To arrange us more
parking as we could not
find sometimes
All their restaurants has Dbn Metro cops to not
a nice service
harrass us
Enjoyeble when ever i
Some of your car
came here
guards they don't have
We Just feel at home at an understanding when
all times
we don't have a tip e:g
by Murphy's and Keys
We don't get a parking
sometimes
Beggars are always on
our case
It's not boring
Vagrents who keep on
Enjoyeble
loitering in between of
Always remembered
us
At the moment I'm
seeing nothing
Space to walk
Except the darkness of
Not crowded
the other sides of the
Gentle breeze from the
road
ocean
Don't know

Parking
Car guards
Security

Arrange more parking
for us
Our cars are being
stolen sometimes
Add more car guards

Add more security
Add more car guards
Lack of of saps
patrolling

Protect our cars from
the thieves
Stealing from our
vihecles
Our wheel cabs are
missing

Our car are being
stolen sometimes
Stealing from our cars
Our wheel cabs are
missing

Security should be
always tight
Put more care guards
Saps are no where to
be found

Beggars
Vagrents
Pickpocketers

Metro is disturbing us
Hooligans
Vagrence

Ask the police vihecles
to be always around
when we need them
Unnecessary fines that
we get from Metro cops
Stop hooligans as they
Residence who
robbing us
normally complains
Pickpocketers
when we revving our
Vagrents
cars
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Very clean
Nice flowers near the
road
Decoration in threes
Safety, Restaurants &
the cleanliness
Nothing
Night life
The hype
Entertainment

It has a vibrancy that
attracts people to enjoy
the many customer
focused outlets from
coffee shops, ice cream
stores as well as
restaurants. It has look
& feel of desired
destination & new
building opposite FNB
is sure to add to
attraction of area.
Love the independent
shops
Barnowl coffee

Plenty restaurants
Clubs
Bars

Walking space
Open space as well
Parking

Nothing Really

Refer to number 7

Securities
Security vehicle which
up and down
ATMs
I'm satisfied
More clubs!!!!

Fuel stations
Everything is there
It's interesting

Need saps to be always
here by night times
Protect us from the
pickpocketers
Protect our cars from
the thieves

I'm fairly satisfied

I'm good

Sticker control of car
boot parties
Parking and illegal u
turns

Better street lights
Loud and un ruly
behaviour

More safety

See above

See above

Drop Kicks

Paul's ice cream

Spiga
Gorgeous deluxe
Walking along the clean
pavements during the Investment coming to
The many f&b outlets
day
the area
Seacurity
Security
Safety

Add parking or use
Windermere Centre
above ground parking
on busy
nights/weekends
Control of loud
backfiring cars
Traffic amd double
parking
Driver etiquette, or
make whole road a
pedestrian road
Security

Drunk and loud patrons Overly loud music from
walking the streets
certain bars
Nothing
Security
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Clean

Centrally located
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Vibe
Great restaurants,
coffee shops and love
the diversity of people.

Vibe

Vibe

Great coffee shops

Love the diversity of
people
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Security
Customer service

More parking

Continue the security
presence

Less beggars
Speeding cars
To reduce the homeless
people as they doesn't
look good between of
Advice your security to
us
When it's busy we
be more vigilant when
The African children
don't get a parking
they are on duty
with their parents they Our vihecles are being Car guards as well must
Main road is decorated
Have a lot of
also pestering with a
stolen
always stay alert
Very clean
with Christmas lights
restaurants
Mony
Thieves are smashing
Some of your streets
Open space
Nice and green trees
A lot of Bars
Beggars
our vihecles wind and are dark and we want
Walking way
Flowers
Night clubs
fled with our stuff
to know why?
Triangular section of
park at the top of
Florida Road could be
better maintained; the
Parking is an issue;
grass grows long and
The big trees that give
selfish drivers that
there is often litter
Prevent the tramps
one the feeling of being double park should be which spoils the overall from hanging around
The street is clean,
in a forest and that
chased away as the
look of the road (this
the Tops bottle store
there is minimal litter
allow the birds and
road is narrow and
may be the
and begging! They
and the plants are
Lovely old buildings monkeys a safe place in traffic builds up when municipality's problem,
want money to buy
pretty and well-tended. have been maintained.
which to hide.
cars cannot pass.
though).
alcohol, of course.
Architecture
Upmarket and good
Manage the vagrants
Maintain pavements
mix of businesses
Vibe
Plant more trees
better
and public walk ways
maintenance is done
regularly to the
sidewalks,

lighting and
architecture

Funky vibe

greater parking
availability

greater safety provided
in the side streets off
Florida Rd at night

ensure less congestion

It’s multicultural
It’s walkable
It has useable public
spaces
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The food
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chemist, bottle store,
coffee shops
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It has usually has great
food/coffee spaces
It is beautiful old
buildings mixed with
fresh new add ons
There is a police/
security presence

There’s an effort to
keep things clean
There are some efforts
to have indigo green
spaces
It’s accessible

Safety

Convenient location

Add more security
More cleaning efforts
needed, more bins
Add recycling options
More active patrols
parking, drivers double
parking should be
heavily prosecuted

More indigenous
greenery
More public art
Encourage more
pedestrians, less cars

Work with Denis Hurley
centre to address
homelessness
Work with iCare to
address street children
Encourage a sense of
community by having
central drop off points
for charity donations

Visible policing

More parking

The cars that race up
and down pose as a
Some resturants are
hazard and cause a
dog friendly which fits disturbance at all hours
right into to the
on weekends. The road If there was a way to
The UIP guards make
morningside culture. should be closed off to
create a parking lot
me me feel safe as they
Gloria Jeans pup stop is vehicles as people also that would help ease
truly make a difference A variety of resturants the best. My dog loves double park and make
the congestion of
in reducing the crime
to choose from
drinking their water.
u-turns anyway.
visitors.
more street patrol
extending onto side
streets as people are
vulnerable going to
their cars or parking.
Control people parking
obstructing flow of
cleanliness of
traffic. Metro good at surrounding streets , let
mix of stores and
writing tickets but dont
the UIP programme
people
cool place with funky
tell people of taxis to work with surrounding
nice vibe
style
move.
CPFs

Police need to fine car
owners who cause the
noise disturbance.

Get more residents
involved in whats
happening as their buy
in supports local
business and creates
safer neighborhood for
all, visitors and
residents
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Great vibe

Great range of
restaurants and coffee
shops

Spar

Get rid of those cars
that rev, race and
backfire all the time!

Clamp down in
speeding between
speedbumps

Repair roads

